This work aims to analyze a possible origin of the molecular biochirality via Parity Violation Energy Difference in organic molecules (e.g. amino acids), investigating the role of the 4-D Chern-Simons theory in that origin, particularly of the Carrow-Field-Jackiw electrodynamics. Such a theory violates both Lorentz and parity symmetries and, in this context, we consider a terrestrial scenario in which the Earth magnetic field induces the referred PVED and, consequently, the molecular biochirality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Louis Pasteur discovered a "priority" of nature when this produces at times dextrogyrous (which rotates the plane of polarization of light to the right) or levogyrous (which rotates the plane of polarization of light to the left) molecules, when these are synthesized in biological metabolism, the so-called biochirality. In some fundamental molecules for the development of life, the biochirality is lead to the extreme (via autocatalysis mechanism, for instance), becoming homochirality. For example, there are practically only L-amino acids in proteins and D-sugars in DNA and RNA [1] .
The origin of this feature of nature is still misunderstood. However, some theoretical proposals have been launched, among them the contributions from fundamental forces in producing a PVED (Parity Violation Energy Difference) between the molecular enantiomers.
In the weak interaction, which is known to violate the parity symmetry, the PVED is found in the interaction between electron-WIMPS, electron-neutrino, nucleon-neutrino, nucleonelectron. Regarding the gravitational interaction, PVED arises from Chern-Simons Theory, Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) and modified Leitner-Okubo gravitational potentials [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In this paper, we seek to understand the origin of the molecular biochirality by calculating the PVED in amino acids enantiomers, with such a difference being generated from the interaction of these molecules with the Earth magnetic field, in the context of the 4D Chern-Simons electromagnetic theory, specifically of the Carrol-Field-Jackiw electrodynamics. This theory presupposes the existence of a constant field permeating the Universe, which, due to this background, does not obey the Lorentz and parity symmetries [8] . 
in the context of a 4D Chern-Simons electromagnetic theory -the Carrol-Field-Jackiw Electrodynamics [8] , which is gauge but not Lorentz and parity invariant, resulting in (c = 1):
Adopting a coordinate system in which the background quadrivector K µ = (K 0 , K) has only the temporal component K 0 , we can write equation (5) as:
and by considering B = ∇ × A, we get:
The Maxwell's equations can now be written in terms ofB by taking the Coulomb gauge, ∇ · A = 0, as well as static electromagnetic fields, in the vacuum. On the other hand, there is a difference in the potential energy associated with the interaction between the magnetic dipole moment µ a of the molecules L and R and the redefined magnetic field, given by:
By realizing a parity operation, one gets:
and the PVED will be, therefore
Assuming a spherical body with magnetic dipole moment given by m, we have that the potential vector A(r) will be
so that
where θ is the angle between µ a and A.
III. PVED IN A TERRESTRIAL SCENARIO
From equation (13), an upper limit for PVED will be:
For a terrestrial scenario, taking the upper limit for K 0 = 5, 0 × 10 −11 m −1 , which is based on geomagnetic arguments provided in [8] , and considering the amino acid magnetic dipole moment as being some units of the Bohr magneton, µ a ∼ = 5µ B = 4, 6 × 10 −23 JT −1 , m = 8 × 10 22 Am 2 , and r = 6.2 × 10 6 m, we have that the maximum PVED will be ∆U ∼ = 5, 8 × 10 −11 eV.
This energy difference corresponds to a difference between the enantiomeric quantities L and R in a thermal bath at temperature T ∼ = 300 K given by must produce an even more accentuated difference between the molecular enatiomers.
